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ABSTRACT. This paper, through using relevant literature, covers issues which are effective in 

planning a strategy by deaf EFL learners who are using  learning strategies  like cognitive, meta-

cognitive and socio-affective strategies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With a careful observation of the environment we find out that the establishment of 

connection and making communication with the outside world probably is the first and the most 

important issue which from the outset of every human body’s life is with them. For example, two 

people who are in a quite equal and normal mental and physical condition talk or write to each other 

in a same language to communicate. But if their languages are different, the manner of 

communication will change. One of the most elementary ways of communication in such situation 

is use of signs, or body (visual) languages. And a developed way is the use of common 

(oral/spoken) languages for communication. 

 To be familiar with a foreign language, Falk (1987) believes that “it is necessary to examine 

not only the linguistic properties of the languages involved but also the physical, psychological, and 

sociological characteristics of the learner. Just as children play an active role in acquiring their 

native language, so foreign language learners approach their task with established capacities, 

strategies, physical and cognitive development, goals, attitudes, and motivations all of which 

interact to affect their success” ( P.353). Therefore, it seems important to consider all effective 

factors in the learning process. As we know, the audio-visual abilities are the most typical means of 

communication and conversation. If one of these senses have some or complete deficiency, the 

other organ would act more powerful than usual. It means that if someone, for example, loses ones 

visual ability, the hearing ability will enhance to remedy the difficulty of blindness. This process is 

vice versa in deaf people. A deaf learner, as any human being, has innate abilities and a particular 

learning style to get and process information, solve problems and make decisions. "Ideally, a 

foreign (written) language should serve the deaf the same way as it serves members of the hearing 

society and should, therefore, fulfill cognitive, interactive, and textual functions" (Macurová, 2004, 

p. 28 ).This group of people even uses different learning strategies and styles during learning 

process. 

 For example, they normally experience great difficulty in acquiring spoken languages in 

contrast to their natural acquisition of signed languages. Without full access to thesounds and 

intonations of a spoken language, the acquisition process for deaf learners is often difficult and 

unnatural and happens at a slower rate than for normal learners (Quigley &King, 1980). 

 Since this group of language learners has been the minority of every community, less 

attention has been paid to them and consequently their needs rarely have been obviated. Apart from 

minority of deaf people as EFL learners, existence of professional teachers, quality educational 

facilities, and appropriate space and time are instances of some differences between them and 

normal learners. At the result, access to ideal stage of learning a language requires more efforts and 

use of more special strategies by deaf EFL learners. Of course, it is evident that this minority group 

of learners has different needs for education than ordinary learners, do. 
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 Since learning language is a vital aspect of their life, deaf people from early in life, try to 

communicate with other people through signs. Therefore, their first language is sign language. 

Since the foreign language is introduced at the first grade of secondary school in Iran, for upper 

education all students need to learn it. 

 On the basis of the statements of one of the supervisors of the disable population 

organization, (Dr. Gholami, Ghods newspaper, 8/26/2006) the number of deaf people in Iran is 

about 450,000, something near 3% of the population of Iran which is a minority group with specific 

language and culture. However, the subject of education of such a population is worth to be taken 

into consideration. 

 Within the field of education, over the last few decades a gradual but significant shift has 

taken place, resulting in less emphasis on teachers and teaching and greater stress on learners and 

learning. The students’ greatest need both in and outside the classroom is to learn. In Chastain’s 

(1988) view, people need to know how to learn and they should improve their abilities to control 

their learning (p.162). He also believes that “the key factor in learning is not what teachers think but 

what students think, because it is the students’ thought processes that determine whether learning is 

taking place” (p.163). Researchers hypothesize that teaching influences student cognition and that 

cognition leads to learning. The learners can learn to practice the types of cognitive processes that 

lead to increased learning. 

 The core subject of this investigation was to see how deaf learners learn EFL; In other 

words, this study aimed at recognition and examination of meta-cognitive strategies used by deaf 

EFL learners which facilitate their process of learning and in the next stage, comparing those 

strategies with the ordinary EFL learners. 

 To accomplish this study, first of all the researcher considered the importance of the role of 

learners and their cognition, then the use of meta-cognitive strategies in the process of foreign 

language learning. 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

In this chapter, the theoretical and empirical basis of the present study will be discussed in 

detail. First, language learning and teaching and its relevant components will be explained. Then, 

the different metacognitive strategies used by deaf EFL learners will be investigated in detail. 

 

Language 

 Perhaps the most important ability of humankind is the ability to use language. Our language 

helps us to show our individuality, and it also enables us to become a fully participating member of 

society and culture. Chastain (1976) views language as “the key that opens the door and allows us 

to look into the mind of others, to share what they have learned, and feel what they have felt” (P. 

56). 

 We conduct our social lives by means of language. Members of a community or social group 

express experience, and create their experience through language. They give meaning to it through 

the mediums such as talking face to face, sending messages or reading a book to convey their 

meanings. The way in which people use the medium itself creates meanings that are clear and 

comprehensible to the community they are a member of it (Kramsch, 1998). 
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According to Fromkin & Rodman (1988), there are many characteristics that are common in all 

human languages some of which can be stated as below: 

1. Wherever human exist, language exist. 

2. There are no primitive languages; all languages are equally complex and equally capable of 

expressing any idea.  

3. The relationship between the sounds and meaning of spoken languages and between the 

gestures and meanings of sign languages are for the most part arbitrary. 

4. Similar grammatical categories (e.g., noun, verb) are found in all languages. 

5. Every language has a way of negating, forming questions, issuing commands, referring to 

past or future time, and so on. 

6. The ability of human beings to acquire, know, and use language is a biologically based 

ability rooted in the structure of human brain and expressed in different modalities (spoken 

or signed). 

And the most important characteristic of human language is that: 

7.  Any normal child, born anywhere in the world, of any racial, geographical, social, or 

economic heritage, is capable of learning any language to which he or she is exposed(P.18). 

After all researches about human language especially about sign languages which are 

used by deaf learners, Fromkin and her associates concluded that “the ability to hear speech 

sounds is not a necessary condition for the acquisition and use of language” (Fromkin et al. 

2007. p. 60-61). 

Learning and Language 

By definition learning means acquiring new knowledge or skill and retention of it in mind. 

Learning comes through focus and practice the new information. It makes some change in behavior 

and apparently it is an active process because it can occur only when a physical change takes place 

in the brain.  Wittrock (1980) emphasizes on the active nature of the learning process, he states, 

“The research on the brain and its cognitive processes emphasizes the generative nature of learning 

and the reciprocal interplay between environmental events and the learner’s generative cognitive 

processes”(p.398). There is a more specialized definition by Kimble & Garmezy (1963) as follows: 

“learning is a permanent change in a behavioral tendency and is the result of reinforced 

practice”(p.133). 

In issue of language learning, there is an important distinction between language acquisition and 

language learning. according to Richards & Schmidt (2010) “Some theorists use learning to mean a 

conscious process involving the study of explicit roles of language and monitoring one’s 

performance, and use acquisition to refer to a unconscious process of rule internalization resulting 

from exposure to comprehensible input when the learners attention is on meaning rather than form 

(p. 312).  

Based on above definition children acquire their first language through unconscious process 

during which they are unaware of grammatical rules. Children try to acquire language to 

communicate with the world around. So in order to acquire language they need a source of natural 

communication. They unconsciously try to imitate and repeat all sounds and words which they hear 

(babbling and cooing). Little by little they form their language system and get necessary skills for 

proper and effective use. On the other hand, learning a language is the result of direct instruction of 

the rules. During learning process, learners consciously learn knowledge of the new language and 

they are aware of grammatical rules. As Yule (1985) believes that “acquisition is the gradual 

development of ability of language by using it naturally in communicative situations but learning is 

more a conscious process of accumulating knowledge of the features such as vocabulary and 

grammar of a language” (p.163). Studies show that learning second or foreign needs more effort 
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because of some factors such capacity constraints of brain due to the existence of first language and 

its interference in learning another language. Then researchers of language and linguists proposed 

varieties of theories and methods in learning and teaching a language. For example, in 

McDonough’s (1981) view, the most effective and efficient learning is meaningful learning. He 

believes that teachers must help learners to find and recognize the most effective strategies for 

organizing their knowledge into meaningful hierarchies (p.73).    

Learning Foreign Languages 

Based on Chastain’s (1988) definition “foreign language learning is a situation in which students 

are studying the language of a foreign country. They normally have little or no direct contact with 

the language, the people, or the culture; it means that they rarely have opportunities to practice 

using the language in real language situations” (p.136). Nowadays, learning a language other than 

our native or first language has become more than just something important. Whether viewed from 

the financial, political, educational or social aspect, being able to communicate in another language 

helps to make real connection with people and provides better understanding of our language. One 

of the most important benefits of learning a foreign language is that the knowledge of language 

enhances our cognitive and analytical abilities. Obviously, learning a foreign language is tough and 

involves lots of mental exercise. To being expert in a language; to obtain the necessary skills of that 

language and to use that knowledge properly, linguists focused on learner and their learning 

process. Falk (1978) believed that as children play an active role in acquiring their mother tongue, 

foreign language learners approach their task with established capacities, strategies, physical and 

cognitive development, goals, attitudes, and motivations all of which interact to affect their success 

(p. 353). 

     people normally use different types of strategies in learning a foreign language,  such as 

repeating words over and over, listening attentively, trying to work out the rules of language by 

forming hypotheses about how it works, guessing the meaning of unknown words, asking a speaker 

to repeat something and so on (Williams & Burden, 1997.p.144). 

Learning Strategies 

The notion of language learning strategies (LLS) was a shift from teacher’s absolute power to 

learner’s responsibility in relation to learning affair. Cohen(1998) explains this innovation as “one 

potentially beneficial shift in teacher roles is from that of being exclusively the manager, controller 

and instructor to that of being a change agent-a facilitator of learning, whose role is to help their 

students to become more independent and more responsible for their own learning. In this role the 

teachers become partners in the learning process” (p.97). 

     There are different definitions for learning strategies (LS). Based on O’Malley and Chamot 

(1990), language learning strategies involve “special thoughts or behaviors that individuals use to 

help them comprehend, learn, or retain new information” (p.1).Weinstein and Mayer (1986) defined 

learning strategies as “behaviors and thoughts that a learner engages in during learning and that are 

intended to influence the learner’s encoding process” (p.315). 

      Rubin (1987) made useful distinction between strategies used by learners. She thought that these 

strategies help language learning directly and indirectly. She named the first grouplearning 

strategies. These strategies include both cognitive and metacognitive strategies. Then she classified 

six main cognitive strategies which directly develop language learning. They are as follows: 

clarification/verification, guessing/inductive inferencing, deductive reasoning, practice, 

memorization, and monitoring (p.22-7). Metacognitive strategies in her view are those which used 

to oversee, regulate or self-direct language learning. The second group of strategies is named 

communication strategies which used by learner to develop communication with others. Speakers 

use these types of strategies when they encounter a problem in a communication situation because 
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of a lack of perfect knowledge. The third group of strategies is social strategies which refer to the 

attempts of the learners to enhance their exposure to the language. Strategies in this group involve 

initiating conversations, watching films, listening, and reading books in the foreign language. 

Communication strategies and social strategies improve learning indirectly. Rubin (1987) stated that 

learning strategies “contribute to the development of the language system which the learner 

constructs and affect learning directly” (p.22). Later on, in 1988, Mayer specified the term LS, as 

“behaviors of learner that are intended to influence how the learner processes information” (p.11). 

     In their investigations, Weinstein et al. (1988) pointed that “learning strategies are considered to 

be any behaviors or thoughts that facilitate encoding in such a way that knowledge integration and 

retrieval are enhanced. More specifically, these thoughts and behaviors constitute organized plans 

of action designed to achieve a goal. Examples of learning strategies include actively rehearsing, 

summarizing, paraphrasing, elaborating, and outlining” (p.291). 

     Based on O’Malley and Chamot (as cited in Dornyei 2005, p. 168) there are three main types of 

strategy used by L2learners. The first one is ‘metacognitive strategies’ which involve planning and 

thinking about learning, such as planning one’s learning, monitoring one’s own speech or writing, 

and evaluating how well one has done. The next one is ‘cognitive strategies’ involve conscious 

ways of tackling learning, such as note-taking, resourcing, and elaboration. The last type of 

strategies is ‘social strategies’ mean learning by interacting with others, such as working with 

fellow-students or asking the teacher’s help. The type of strategy varies according to the task the 

students are engaged in. 

     Tarone (1983) defined LS as the attempts to develop “linguistic and sociolinguistic competence 

in the target language- to incorporate these into one’s interlanguage competence” (p.67). 

     Later on Oxford (1992) stated that language learning strategies are “specific actions, behaviors, 

steps, or techniques that students (often intentionally) use to improve their progress in developing 

L2 skills. She believes that learners by applying these strategies can promote the internalization, 

storage, retrieval, or use of the new language. In her view strategies are tools by which learners 

participate in their own learning processes which are needed for developing communicative 

ability”(p.18). 

     Cohen (1998) defines language learning strategies as “those processes which are consciously 

selected by learners and which may result in action taken to enhance the learning or use of a second 

or foreign language, through the storage, retention, recall, and application of information about that 

language”, and he  argued that ‘language learning and language use strategies can have a major role 

in helping shift the responsibility for learning off the shoulders of the teachers and on to those of the 

learner’(p.4-21). For him, more effective learners intentionally and systematically selected and 

combined strategies relevant to the language task.  

     According to the studies of Weinstein et al. (2000), research about ‘learning strategy’ started at 

the late 1960s when information processing theories were put into practice in the domain of 

memory strategies to be used in educational settings. Those days the conception of learner changed 

from ‘active’ to ‘passive’ individual who can direct his or her own learning process. The issue of 

‘learning strategy’ turned into an outstanding subject of research in the area of learning in the 1980s 

(pp.727-747). We should consider that learning strategies are distinct from learning styles. The term 

‘learning styles’ refers to some general approaches- for example, global or analytic, auditory or 

visual – that learners use in acquiring a new language or in learning any other subject. These styles 

are “the overall patterns that give general direction to learning behavior” (Cornett, 1983, p.9). On 

the other hand, learning strategies are defined as “specific actions, behaviors, steps, or techniques 

such as seeking out conversation patterns, or giving oneself encouragement to tackle a difficult 

language task which used by learners to enhance their own learning” (Scarcella& Oxford, 1992, p. 

63). 
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     Learning strategies help learners become more autonomous. Autonomy requires conscious 

control of one’s own learning processes. Learning strategies also enhance self-efficacy, individuals’ 

perception that they can successfully complete a task or series of tasks (Bandura et al., 1963). Major 

varieties of language learning strategies are cognitive, mnemonic, metacognitive, compensatory (for 

speaking and writing), affective and social (Carter& Nunan, 2001). 

Different Types of Learning Strategies 

Language learning strategies can be classified according to their efficiencies in various situations. 

Oxford (1990, p.17) put different learning strategies in six main groups. She defined them as 

follow: 

a) Cognitive strategies which are mental strategies that the learner uses to make sense of 

learning. They enable the learner to manipulate the language material in direct ways. When 

manipulating cognitive strategies, the learner is involved in practicing, receiving and 

sending messages, reasoning, analyzing, note-taking, summarizing, synthesizing, outlining, 

reorganizing information to develop stronger schemas (knowledge structures), practicing in 

naturalistic settings, and practicing structures and sounds formally. 

b) Metacognitive strategies which are essential for the learner to plan, monitor and evaluate 

learning. They are employed for managing the learning process. When you concentrate on a 

subject material you can get it easily. Meta- cognitive strategies involves focusing on one 

goal, design a learning target, and evaluating yourself. If someone focuses on learning, 

arranges and planes, and evaluate his learning, we can say he uses meta-cognitive strategies.      

c) Memory-related strategies which are used for storage of information. They help learners to 

link one second/foreign language item with another, but do not necessarily involve deep 

understanding. Learners are to be given the chance for linking mental images, applying 

images and sounds, reviewing well and employing action. 

d) Compensatory strategies which help the learner make up for missing knowledge. They are 

important to those who fail to learn language. It helps the learner think of solutions when 

facing difficulties. Such as guessing from the context in listening and reading, using 

synonyms and “talking around” the missing word to aid speaking and writing and strictly for 

speaking, and using gestures or pause words. 

e) Affective strategies which are concerned with the learner’s emotional needs such as 

identifying one’s mood and anxiety level, talking about feelings, rewarding oneself for good 

performance, and using deep breathing or positive self-talk. Learners use this strategy to 

control themselves to have a good condition to learn language. The main effect of this 

strategy is to reduce anxiety. Then learning will be practiced more quickly.     

f) Social strategies which help learner work with others and understand the target culture. 

Because our relationship between people is important, using this relationship we can 

complete our knowledge and do whatever we couldn’t do by ourselves. They lead to more 

interaction with the target language through cooperating with others, empathizing with 

others, asking questions to get verification, asking for clarification of confusing point, 

asking for help in doing a language task, talking with a native-speaking conversation partner 

and exploring cultural and social norms. 

 However, there are other classifications for language learning strategies from 

different researchers, but two of the more adapted classification offered by Xiaotang& Min 

(2000) which the first one is related to the role of those strategies that are effective in 

learning process such as cognitive strategies, meta-cognitive strategies, affective strategies 

and communicative strategies. The second one is that according to the areas of language 

knowledge and language skills, there are strategies for learning pronunciation, grammar, 

vocabulary and strategies for developing listening, speaking, reading and writing skills 

(p.35-36).    
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The Significance of LLS for Students 

Language learning strategies are those individual and particular means used by language learners 

which help them to realize, learn and remember and apply new knowledge of language. By use of 

these strategies learners try to succeed in the complex task of learning a language. If learners use 

these strategies efficiently, then they can improve their learning process and self -examine their own 

progress and consequently enhance their learning abilities. According to the Weinstein &Mayer’s 

view, the major role of strategy use is “to affect the learner’s motivational or affective state, or the 

way in which the learner selects, acquires, organizes, or interacts new knowledge” (1986, 

P.315).Oxford ( 1990) believes that one of the influential effects of LLS is to make students more 

responsible and self -directed for their learning. She states that LLSs are “especially important for 

language learning because they are tools for active, self-directed movement, which is essential for 

developing communicative competence (p.1). With regard to these definitions, we can deduce that 

accurate use of LLS mostly results in improved proficiency and through achievement of language 

skills. 

The Role of Strategies in Language Learning Process 

Theoretically learning a second or foreign language seems more difficult than acquiring first 

language, because of less space in memory span during learning a new language in contrast to 

learning first language. Therefore, lots of attention is paid to the subject of input and information 

processing in learning a language. Experiences have proved that successful language learners are 

those who use different and effective strategies by themselves or by the help of instructors to 

enhance information processing and fill the gap between new information and existing knowledge. 

According to Oxford (1990) these strategies can take part in communicative competence of 

learners, make them to become more self directed and manage their own learning and as a result 

improve the role of language teachers, Furthermore these strategies help the learner to direct 

his/herown learning process and also improve the learner’s ability to overcome knowledge gaps to 

continue the communication (p.9). 

Cognition and Language Learning 

According to definition of American Heritage Dictionary(as cited in Chastain 1988) cognition 

means “the mental process or faculty by which knowledge is acquired”. Chastainconsiders 

cognition as “all types of mental processing, such as perception, comprehension, rehearsal, 

elaboration, retrieval, problem solving, and thinking" ( p.43). 

     As stated by Chastain (1971) the term ‘cognition’ “implies proceeding from mental 

understanding and awareness to practice; from studying a structure to seeing it used in context. In 

other words, the term ‘cognition’ implies a conscious application of the ‘competence, in the 

conscious development of ‘performance’ skills” (p.48). 

     On the other hand, “Learning” is defined by Brown (2000) as “acquiring or getting of knowledge 

of a subject or a skill by study, experience, or instruction” (p. 7). Another definition for learning is 

by Kimble and Garmezy (1963) as follows: “learning is relatively permanent change in a behavioral 

tendency and is the result of reinforced practice” (p.133).  

Cognitive Strategies    

     Based on O’Malley & Chamot (1987), the learner interacts with the material to be learned by 

manipulating it mentally (as in making mental images or relating new information to previously 

acquired concepts or skills) or physically (as in grouping items to be learned in meaningful 

categories or taking notes on or making summaries of important information to be remembered). 

     In Oxford’s view (as cited in Williams &Burden1997), cognitive strategies help the learner to 

apply the language material in direct ways, e.g., through reasoning, analyzing, note taking, 

summarizing, synthesizing, outlining, recognizing information to develop stronger schemas 

(knowledge structures), practicing in naturalistic settings and practicing structures and sounds 

formally. She also believed that cognitive strategies are the mental strategies that learners use to 

make sense of their learning. 
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      Due to different obstacles and difficulties in learning a language, lots of attention is paid to the 

strategies used by teachers and learners to overcome this incompetency. Bialystok (1978), believed 

that to be successful, language learners must use different strategies which help them to process 

language information. In her view, “these strategies are used to enhance information processing 

when there is a gap between the new information and the learners’ existing knowledge. Some of 

these strategies increase the explicit knowledge of the code to master the rule system of the new 

language, some others supply the chance of communication in new language, and some strategies 

cause learners infer meaning from the unfamiliar linguistic knowledge, and the rest of these 

strategies help to control the processing of language knowledge, this type of strategies is called 

metacognitive strategy”. 

Metacognitive Strategies and Learning 

It is clear that any learners need to regulate their thought about the strategy which they use and 

adjust it based on the situation to which the strategy is being applied. The process of strategy 

selection and application include the planning, checking, monitoring, selecting, revising, and 

evaluating of subject at hand.  

     According to O’Malley and Chamot (1990,1994), metacognitive strategies are actions which one 

takes to plan for learning, to monitor one’s own comprehension and production, or to evaluate the 

extent to which a learning goal has been reached. In other word, in their definition about these types 

of strategies, metacognitive strategies can be used by learners before, during and after a task. 

Learners use metacognitive strategies to plan for a task, to check how the plan is being carried out 

during task, and evaluate the learning outcomes after task. An investigation about language learning 

strategy research has provided empirical evidence that the use of metacognitive strategies is 

essential to the processing of language information. They planed the subject of metacognitive 

strategy and its subsets in a table.  As we see in this table, there are three categories of 

metacognitive strategies; planning, monitoring and evaluating. Each one has some subcategories 

under themselves. 

Table 2.1. Metacognitive strategy scheme by Chamot & O’Malley 
Metacognitive strategy Strategy name Strategy description Strategy definition 

Planning Advance organization 

 

Preview 

Skim 

Gist 

Previewing the main ideas 

and concepts of a text 

;identifying the organizing 

principle 

Organizational 

planning 

 

Plan what to do Planning how to 

accomplish the learning 

task ;planning the parts 

and sequence of ideas to 

express 

Selective attention 

 

Listen or read selectively 

Scan 

Find specific information 

Attending to key words, 

phrases, ideas, linguistic 

markers, types of 

information 

Self management 

 

Plan when, where, and how to 

study 

Seeking or arranging the 

conditions that help one 

learn 

Monitoring Monitoring 

comprehension 

 

Think while  

listening &reading 

 

Checking one’s 

comprehension during 

listening or reading 

Monitoring production 

 

Think while  

Speaking &writing 

Checking one’s oral or 

written production while it 

is taking place 

Evaluating Self- assessment Check back  

Keep a learning log 

Reflecting on what you learned 

Judging how well one has 

accomplished a learning 

task 

(Source: Chamot& O’Malley, 1994. p.62) 
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After years of studies and observation of empirical evidence Chamot& O’Malley concluded that 

employing different types of strategies, especially metacognitive strategies, are basic factors in 

processing language information and language learning. Therefore, the effective use of 

metacognitive strategy brings about profound learning and improves performance especially among 

learners who have problem during learning.  

Empirical Studies on Language Learning Strategies 

Rebecca oxford is one of the famous researchers in the area of learning strategies. She gathered the 

results of her empirical investigations in her books. In 1990, she developed a new language learning 

strategy system, which includes two main classifications: direct strategies and indirect strategies. 

The first group subdivided into memory, cognitive, and compensation strategies and the second 

group according to her view, support language learning indirectly is divided into meta-cognitive, 

affective and social strategies (p.14-15).  

     Later on in Language Learning Strategies around the World: cross cultural perspectives, issue 

13(1996), Oxford mentioned some empirical studies by other researchers, too. As she stated in her 

book empirical studies of learning strategies of learners revealed that memorization is a strongly 

preferred strategy among learners (Politzer, undated; Politzer&McGroarty, 1985; Tyacke& 

Mendelsohn, 1986).  

 

Instructional Approaches for Deaf Learners 

There are three types of instructional approaches for communication of deaf learners. 

     Oral approach focuses on the improvement of speech, speechreading, and listening by the help 

of amplification. Marschark believes that learning and using oral language improves social 

integration in a hearing society (Marschark et al., 2002).  

     Bilingual bicultural approach emphasizes the early use of sign language as the deaf natural 

language (Fiedler, B.C. 2001).  It considers the placement and educational approaches for students 

who are deaf and hard of hearing. For example a sign language like ASL, be the language of 

instruction and English be taught through reading and writing and fingerspelling used as an 

instructional tool. Then English will be used as a second language of these learners. On Marschark 

view, “sign language can play a positive role in educational, social, and personal development of 

most deaf children” (Marschark et al., 2002, p.104).      

     Total communication which stresses on using the learner’s preferred mode of communication. 

This approach is a combination of oral and auditory approaches plus speech reading, sign language, 

and other manual systems (Fiedler, 2001). 

Components of Signs and Signed Languages 

Every natural language has some essential elements and signed languages as other natural 

languages have some exclusive components. Marschark (2007) classified the most important 

elements of signed languages as below: 

     Finger spelling based on Padden’s definition (as cited in Marschark2007) “is the use of the 

manual alphabet for producing one letter at a time and amplifies the comprehension of signs”.  He 

also stated that in spoken languages sometimes we may spell a new word when we do not know 

how to pronounce it; finger spelling performs this function in sign languages to minimize 

misunderstanding(pp. 189-201). Sometimes when there are no conventional signs for words to 

better communication finger spelling is used. 
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     Modification and inflection in Marschark’s view (2007) related to the “shape of the hands, place 

of the hands at which signs are made and movement of the hands”. Other distinguishable 

characteristics of signs are in relation to whether they are made with one hand or two hands, their 

orientation, or whether they involve a stable “base” hand or not. Changes in the movement, place of 

articulation, or hand shape of a particular sign can be used to modify the number or tense of assign 

just as words in English can be modified or inflected by adding particular beginnings or endings 

(p.74).  

     Classifiers according to Marschark (2007) are sometimes called poly componential signs. He 

referred to classifiers as “linguistic units that identify characteristics of their referents”. Sign 

languages use the shape of the hand to create the function of classifiers. The function of these units 

is like the act of morphemes in spoken languages. Most classifiers are particular hand shapes which 

have meanings that determined by context. But there are different kinds of classifiers with distinct 

functions such as entity classifiers, handle classifiers, size and shape classifiers. These units indicate 

location, motion, manner of movement, distribution, and shape (p.75-76).  

     Using space in Marschark’s view is the most important characteristic of signed languages to 

show the time and location of the subject of conversation. For example, the space in front of a 

signer used to show the location of people, objects, and places that are parts of proceeding 

conversation (p.78). 

     There are a variety of rules in sign languages, for example in all sign languages, most signs must 

be made within the signing space, a roughly square area from the top of the head to the waist and 

about one foot to either side of body.  Based on Marschark (2007) sign languages even have their 

own accents, dialects, and idiosyncratic signs. Signs can be restricted to region, school, or 

individual families. These differences such as dialectical varieties may cause difficulty in 

communication between deaf society of different places or cultures, just as spoken language 

users(p. 73-78).   

Lip Seading (Speech Reading) 

Some people believe that lip reading is an art, not a science. It is an extremely complex and difficult 

practice, which may take years to perfect. Lip-reading defined by Richards & Schmidt (2010) as a 

system by which deaf people recognize what a speaker is saying by careful observation of the 

movements of the lips and face muscles this method is an aid to communication for deaf people 

(p.344). It is technique of understanding speech by visual means of movement of lips, face and 

tongue when normal sound is not available. According to the observation of behaviors of some deaf 

communities by the researcher those who use lip-reading technique, must have a good amount of 

language knowledge, be familiar with the context, and aware of lip-reading ambiguities. The ability 

of speech reader to understand what is being spoken through lip reading is influenced by the content 

of the conversation, too. If the speech reader knows the topic of the conversation, and is familiar 

with the language that is used, speech reading would be easier. The context of speech reading is 

another important factor in better realization of the spoken language. 

     Based on researcher’s observations and according to private conversation with some of educated 

deaf people and their connectors in Tehran, Yazd and Gorgan, the speechreading knowledge and 

ability to understand spoken language through lip reading is not new but today is used somewhat 

more than before, as an alternative to sign language. Because authorities believe that making 

relationship with ordinary people is limited through using sign language and few people know this 

language, so it is better for deaf people to learn this art - lip reading – to better understand spoken 

language of hearing people and simultaneously by using sign language and speech reading 

communicate with others.           
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3. CONCLUSION 

Pedagogical Implications 

Deaf people consider English quite important to feel as equal members of a hearing society that use 

English as a tool to grasp the world. They appreciate the opportunity to take an English course, 

interact directly with the teacher and their peers, and show a positive attitude towards the learning 

process.Since little attention was paidto the subject of foreign language learning by deaf in our 

country, and regarding to the importance of being familiar with an international language such as 

English for deaf people and because of the limitation of accessible resources and insufficient 

numbers of experienced and skillful teachers, different studies in this field seems necessary.  

     Findings reported in this study pertain to the use of meta-cognitive strategies by the deaf 

(auditory disabled) EFL learners in learning a new language, and the difference between deaf EFL 

learners and their ordinary counterparts in the use of meta-cognitive strategies. Through examining 

the outcomes resulted from this study, the researcher hopedto make a better understanding of the 

issue of language learning by deaf people for the deaf centers’ authorities, teachers, and their 

parents.   

Suggestions for Further Research 

For further research, the researcher recommends that someone who likes to study about deaf 

learners and their learning process considers following suggestions: 

     If someone is interested in studying in this area there is a need for more information about the 

children's perceptions of the languages they are working with and their understanding of differences 

between them. One must also gather more evidence of the strategies that deaf learners use to learn 

English. A Comparison between deaf and blind EFL learners is worth to be taken into 

consideration. The effect of the use of computers and internet by deaf EFL learners on learning a 

foreign language is another area for further research. In practical terms investigation about 

mentioned researches may enable learners to provide the knowledge about language that already 

have and use it more constructively to extend their skills as more successful learners of English as a 

second language. 
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